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Living on mountains,
beyond people's reach.
Amidst white clouds,
never-ending peace,l

These were the prophetic words of Hanshan, known in the West as the Zen-

lunatic, or the Enlightened Madman of Cold Mountain. Despiæ the several forced

attempts to categorize this mysterious character of verse through translation and

study, the very words above still hold true: Hanshan's seclusion is rarely disturbed

even by the ones that claim scholarship over him.

Not only do we not know the exact time during which the poems were

written, or the true identity of person/s behind the assumed name Hanshalr * ÚJ,

but we seem to be at loss even when it comes to deciding on the overall attitude

and wodd view conveyed in the collection. Often named as inconsistent and even

illogical, the Hanshan collection owes, in fact, much of its complex reputation to

the persistent presupposition that all mountain poems should be read as harmo-

nious and holy. The secular sorrows of a mountain-sage, the yearning for money

and earthly pleasures, the stories from the village that read more like gossip than

gãthã - all these are features of Hanshan that have been seen as not fitting to the

Classical Chan image of a Zen poet: one with mind like an autumn moon and

tongue like a sharp sword of wisdom.

Hanshan n308, SBCK Songben 47blll, All the translations in this paper are the author's

unlqss otherwise stated.

Studia Orientalia 95 (2003), pp. 373-384
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Due to the inconsistencies in the subject matter, Western readings of the

Hanshan have traditionally taken to an exclusive rather than coherent textual ap-

proach. The individual poems presenting earthly occurrences in the village and

amongst the common people have be¿n seen as providing biographical informa-

tion on the pre-eremetic life of the "poet Hanshan". The sorting of the poems into
the ones written before and into the ones written after the "author's retirement

to the mountains" was first suggested in the West by Arthur Waley, the first
translator of Hanshan poems into English (1954), and succeeded by Burton

Watson (1962), who arranged the selection of the 100 poems accordingly. Roberta

Stalberg (1977) followed Watson by introducing further sub-categories into the

biographical reading, arguing that the heterogeneous subject matter be read as

individual "voices" of the several authors of the poems. In Stalberg, the biogra-
phical sub-categories are determined according to the extemal factors influencing

the poets' voices,2 whereas in rüVatson the biographical continuum has been

manufactured upon the variables in the state of mind and mood in the poems, in

order to reconstruct a three-stage mental pattem of a person gradually leaving

home (chu ¡ia fi'ã.).3In the later English translations of the whole corpus (Red

Pine [a.k.a. Bill Porter] 1983,307 poems; Robert G. Henricks 1990, 3ll poems),

the chronological ananging has been abandoned, but the way the individual
poems conceming secular subject matter and sentiment are translated still has

traces of the Watson tradition of exclusion. The interpretive groundwork created

for the early selective translations of Hanshan by Waley, Watson, Stalberg, Wu

Chi-yu (1957) and Gary Snyder (1958) still affects the way the Hanshan corpus is

read today.

At this stage one needs to point out the difference between the secular subject

matter concerning the life in the village, and the profane reactions of the mountain

sage towards the various phenomena. It has been agreed that poems concerned

with secular subject matter were written "before Hanshan's ascent to the moun-

tains", whereas the profane reactions of the mountain sage still stir up differences

in opinion.a It has been argued that the poems describing the author as a com-
plaining old man (already living as a hermit) should perhaps not be attributed to

Hanshan at all (Watson 1962:2). The puzzlement seems to be emerging from the

common notion that one is to refrain from attributing manifestations of duhkha

The categories in Stalberg are: Poems describing a background within a farming family;
poems describing a wealthy and leisured youth; poems describing frustrations in career
attempts; the eremetic poems. (Stalberg 1977: 58-59.)

The three stages in Watson are: Poet's Early life; the writer's increasing disgust with the
world; retirement lo the Cold Mountain (Watson 1962: l2),

See e.g. Hawkes 1962: 597; Blyth 1964: 165; Blofeld 1983; Henricks 1990: 16-18 and
ldema l99l: 3?2.
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(kuÊ | douÍa l5".l*) to a practicing sage. A hermit lamenting loneliness has thus

been regarded as a contradiction in terms. The dividing of the poetic material into

biographically determined and mutually exclusive categories has given an impetus

to the emergence of other, equally dualist patterns of interpretatative dilemmas.

Were one to approach Hanshan's profane sentiment through an under-

standing of the ways and whys of a literary genre named as "lecturing lyrics", one

might cease to regard the collection as inconsistent. As I see it, in order to fully
appreciate the complicated contemporary ideohistoric pattems of meaning and

expression, one should concentrate on reading the collection as a doctrinal whole.

It should not be so much a question on the direct meaning of an individual verse

per se, as on the rhetoric meaning of the collection as a whole, in a way similar to

that of finger pointing at the moon. As it has originally been seen proper to main-

tain the collection as an integral one and to arrange the poems under a cornmon

title, what purpose would it serve to dismantle it now in order to create new,

seemingly logical entities? In my opinion, the grinning Hanshan should not be

taken at face value but rather as a case of educational rhetoric directed to the

whole audience (hence the "voices" in the poems). Were one to read the profane

reactions and sentiment simply as profane expressions, a large part of the con-

troversy over Hanshan's character would be solved. In the preface to his transla-

tions, Watson notes the "Zen commentator's" reading of Hanshan as a "traditional
bodhisattva figure", whose "professions of loneliness, doubt, and discouragement

[are] not [seen] as revelations of his own feelings but as vicarious recitals of the

ills of unenlightened men" (Watson 1962l. l4). However, he himself chooses, as

Iriya Yoshitaka before him, to approach Hanshan as "a chronicle of spiritual

search" (Watson 1962: l4).In his review of Henricks' translation, ril. L. Idema

(1991) warns the translators against "over-interpreting": one needn't see all the

subject matter inevitably connected with the writer of the poems. Idema calls

attention to one poem in particular, in which Henricks (and, it must be added, all
the English-language translators before him, namely Watson, Snyder and Red

Pine) has preserved the traditional view of Hanshan as someone not concerned

with any secular matter. The poem in question is Hanshan nl87 (SBCK Songben

30a/l-3), and it is the same poem that evoked similar objections in David Hawkes,

in his review of the Watson collection (Hawkes 1962: 597). The original poem

reads as following:

ãffi*tlrf
ãÈ+trË4
smry-Ë^
ÊFåõäMi

ke nan han shan zi

jun shi wu dao lí
wu guanping gu ren

pín jian bu wei chi
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M7.XMÈ
#ûTBftFå4
ffiÉ.fE{âE
trË,ãsffi

ying zhi xiao ci yan

tanhc shukuoyi

ywn jun si jin ri
qiøn shi ji shi er

Much depends on to whom the parts of the dialogue are attributed. Watson
and Henricks assume lines 3-4 to be uttered by Hanshan, whereas Hawkes and

Idema regard them to be that of his critic's. The question remains: is it possible

for a recluse to stress the importance of money? The diverging Watson/Hawkes
interpretations read as follows:

Someone criticized the Master of Cold Mountain:
"Your poems makc no sense at all!"
"But from what I have read of the ancients,"
I said,

'"ïhey weren't ashamed to be poor and humble,.."
He laughed at my words and answerei,
"How can you ùalk such foolishness?"
Then go on, my friend, as you are today,
læt money be your whole life for youl

(Watson 1962:91)

A visitor criticized Han-shan-tzu, saying, "Your poems ar€ most unreasonable.
From my reading of the ancients it is clear to me that they wer€ not ashamed
to be poor and humble, as you are."
I laughed at his words and replied, "How easy it is to ølt! I wish you were as
poor as I now am. You would soon see then what an important thing money
is!" (Hawkes 1962:597)

Reading the poem in the context of the whole collection, I quite agree with
the Hawkes/Idema mode of interpretation. The unified mode through which the
Hanshan poems are translated in the West has maintained notions of Hanshan as a

downright predictable Zen personage, who preaches against dualist views but
does not live up to his own teaching. To consider the Hanshan as an exclusive
whole from which all elements improper are disregarded, is typical for the

EnglishJanguage translations - regardless of whether the individual poem transla-

tions appear in selections or collections. Much is probably due to the way the

Chinese Chan Buddhism has traditionally been understood in the West. Here,Znn
always seems to be the type of Zen which Alan W. Watts wrote about in his

classic admonishing piece Beat fun, Square 7¿n and kn (1959).

A great part of the reluctance to regard the Hanshan corpus as a doctrinal
whole could be seen as deriving from the Classical Chan propagation of Hanshan

as a Znn Buddhist personage. In the English-language translations, the Buddhist
elements of Hanshan have invariably been read through the Classical Chan notion
of Universal 7,en.The root for interpreting Hanshan asZx;n Buddhist comes as far
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back as the 9th century, the second edition of the Hanshanshi being compiled,

together with a commentary, by one of the two founders of the Caodong Ëll4
(Soto) school of Chan: Caoshan Benji HùËfr (840-901). According to the

Song gaoseng zhuan*Ë'fÉf$ (T50n2061-p0786b08-c0l) the work canied the

title "On Hanshan Poetqr" (Dui Hanshanzi shí $f*dJfñ'+). As the commentary

is no longer extrant, we can but make wild guesses on the way a founder of a Chan

Buddhist school might have interpreted Hanshan poetry.

However, one must bear in mind that most of the Hanshan poems seem to

have been written more than two centuries before they were fïrst annotated. In his

paper "Linguistic evidence for the date of Han-shan", Edwin Pulleyblank argued,

through a study on the rhymes in the collection, that as many as three-fourths of
the poems were actually written as early as late Sui - early Tang period (Pulley-

blank 1978: 165). This dates most of the poems to the early 7th century, to a
period of time when the Chan texts still contained "a wide variety of doctrinal

formulations, practical exhortations, and ritual procedures" (McRae 1987:229).

It hasn't been until recently that the ideological diversity of Chinese Chan

Buddhism has been properly acknowledged. Thanks to the life-long work on the

Dunhuang documents by such eminent scholars as Hu Shi, Ui Hakuju, Yanagida

Seizan and Philip Yampolsky, and the curent study conducted by the many

scholars wodd-wide, such as John McRae, Whalen Lai, Robert Gimello, Bernard

Faure (ust to name a few), many crucial features on the early history of Chinese

Chan have been found to contradict the assumptions that previously prevailed.

Due to the nearly one hundred years of intensive scholarly effort we are now able

to reconstruct quite firmly the historical context sunounding the development of
Early Chan Buddhist schools. (see e.g. McRae 1995)

Approaches made to the Dunhuang material from a slightly different angle

have resulted in groundbreaking developments in the area ofhistorical linguistics

as well. Not all literature written in Classical Chinese language, it has been argued

by such highly recognized scholars as Hu Shi, Iriya Yoshitaka and Victor H. Mair,

should be interpreted under the terms of Classical Chinese grammar and lexicon:

the use of vernacular expressions within a Classical Chinese frame is described as

typical of early Chinese Buddhist rhetoric. In his "Script and word in medieval

vernacular Sinitic", Mair comments on the Henricks reading of the Hanshanshi,

arguing that the translations lack in their ability to recognize the "high proportion

of colloquial and vemacular elements in the language used to write them" (Mair

1992: 269\, Mair sees the Hanshan poems as a treasure trove for the "preservation

of vernacular elements of normative spoken Sinitic from the T'ang period" (Mair

1992: 273), making the corpus an interesting read for any linguistically oriented

scholar, and a difficult task for anyone attempting to render the poems into

another language.
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As the ideological and linguistic conrext of one period in history changes, so
should the interpreting of contemporary ideological literature change. The tradi-
tional Western translations of Early Chan literature form a small but influential
canon of texts that are not loyal to the heterogeneous nature of contemporary
ideology and language use. It is a well-known fact that the translators hold much
power in their hands: had there not been Daoist inclinations involved in the early
process of translating Buddhist säEas into Chinese, we might not have a thing
called Zen today. Recent efforts in the field of translation studys have been mak-
ing this use of power more visible, by acknowledging the "fundamentally herme-
neutic nature of translation" (Fowler 1992: 2o). In his article on the canonized
world of modern Japanese fiction translations, Edward Fowler (1992: t-44) criti-
cizes the "trivializing of translation process" by the academic world of oriental
Studies, and demands the "exposure of the interpretive framework", in order to
reach a true understanding of the complex patterns behind the translated literature
we all too often consult as original.

In order to read the Hanshan poems in just accordance with the new ideo-
historic and linguistic research one should regard the main part of the collection as

a product of the Early chan Buddhist school of thought and translate the lyrics
accordingly.

THE TWO 'ZEN.POEMS'' BY HANSHAN

Next I will draw your attention to the two Hanshan poems in which the character
chan W appears, and to the way they have traditionally been translated. Both of
the poems: n280 (SBCK Songben 44a15:7) and n287 (SBCK Songben 41atÆ)
fall in the category Pulleyblank names as "Hanshan I", i.e. those written during the
late Sui - early Tang period. In the Hanshanshi there is a total ofthree occurences of
the character chan, out of which one appears in a poem most likely written during
the late Tang era.ó while reading Hanshan poetry that has been written during the
Early chan Buddhist era one needs to bear in mind that the thing we refer to
nowadays as the Zen school had not yet been formed. As Philip yampolsþ (1983:

3) has noted, it was not until the late 8th century that the concept chnn zong was
adhered to refer to "Chan sect".

In the poems n280 and n287 much of the tanslation depends on the way one
interprets the word chan, i.e. what status it is given. poem n2B0 is one of the most

See e.g. Hermans 1985; Bassnett & Lefevere 1990; Venuti 1998.

Poem nl95 (SBCK Songben 3lal5-8). In this late-Tang poem, rhecharacter chan,together
with the charactcr lin ,$f forms ooe word, denoting (Chan) Buddhist monastery: clun lin
Ëôfi. lSee e.g. Soothill & Hedous 1934:460; Ding 1995: 2777;Xiang2000: 5ûZ.j
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ambiguous pieces in the collection, and it is in the Fanslational choices made for the

first four stanzas that determine the fluency and accuracy of the rest of the poem.

Red Pine's translation of the poem could be seen as a good example of the earüer

interpretations that have been conducted via stereotyped presuppositions of "Han-

shan and his Zen". Both the atmosphere in the collection as an doarínal whole and

the historical facts of ttre development of Chan schools in general, and the certain

linguistic features of the first t\ryo stanzas in particular, disagree strongly with Red

Pine's translation's oddly accepting attitude towards the "guest talking Zen".

I've always lovod the friends of the Way
always held them dear

meeting with a suanger with silent springs

greetiog a guest talking zen

talking about mysteries on a moonlit night
searching for truth until dawn

when the traclc ofour inventions disappear

and we see who we really are

(Red Pine 1983, n2?9)

+Ë#jËtft
lË1ft'ffiËffi
e}Ë&tñã
€ÊàÉ,iflË
"=&à,HEÅ&

#Ig B ffiF*
H&ßùRÐT
ãil+*^

ben zhi mu dao lun

dao lun chang huo qin

shi feng du yuan ke

mei jie hua chan bin

tan xuan yue ming ye

tan li rí lín chen

wan ji ju min ji
fang shi ben lai ren

As stated earlier, this poem was most likely written during the 7th century. This

means some caution on the use of the concept "Zen" could be advisable, as the use

of the word "Zen" would associate the whole poem with the powerful notion of
universal export-Zen that has its roots in the highly developed Chan philosophy of
the 9th century Linchi and Caodong schools. Daring to doubt that Hanshan ever

witnessed any universal 'Z.eî",I suggest the hua chan lo be interpreted simply

as "dhyãna masters" i.e. masters preaching the practical aspect of the Teaching:

chnnshi iHfff, in comparison to masters concentrating on the philosophical aspect:

fashi Y*frfr. The "talking lofl Znn" is a typical feature of Classical Chan, and as such

has no place in the ranslations of the literary works of the Early Chan of the 7th

century. If one wishes to retain the element of "talk" in the stanza, one might want to

regard it as an anti-dualistic statement so often seen in the Hanshan poems: the

contradictory image of arguing, philosophizing: hua ä"fi on the speechless, silent

praxis: chan ffi. This poem, as I see it, strongly preaches against clinging to thought

and expression: in the context of the collection as a whole Hanshan repeatedly pre-
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sents himself as anything else but a great fan of all-night talks and mysteries! The
way the first two stanzas are handled sets the tone for the whole poem. I see Red
Pine's interpretation of dao lun tÉtfu in the first and second stanza as "friends of the
Way" odd and linguistically inadequate. When one compares it with his translation
of the seventh stanza of the Hanshan poem n259 (SBCK Songben 40b19-ll): yu nt
mu dao ¿l¿e ÈÉÌA#rËiT as 'I advise you lovers of the Way" (Red pine 1983, n25Z),
one wonders why it would suddenly take the combination of three characters: r,¡¡
dao zhe #rËã to reach to the similar expression: "lovers of the rùy'ay". Dao zhe jÉ

ä undoubtly refers to the Teaching, the Way, with mu # functioning as its
modifier, whereas in n2E0 (Red Pine 1983,n279) dao lun lÉ,fÊ alone is translated as

"friends of the Way" (as it is repeated without ahe mu # in the beginning of the

second stanza). The character /an lfi possesses indeed a large variation of meaning,
but in this specihc context and grammatical sening the only reasonable one I see

would be that of "order (of dao iË)", resulting in the two characters dao lun rËíft to
be read as one word: the Teaching (of the Buddha), not much differently as the dao
zhe tË# in n259. In Xiang (2000: 736) dao lun is seen as ro refer to Buddhist
clergy. However, to read the poem as a celebration of monastic practice would seem
paradoxical in relation to the many poems in Hanshan that ridicule ordained
monastic life and the "stiff-sitting monks".

In yet another Hanshan poem, n229 (SBCK Songben 35b/9-11) which, ac-
cording to Pulleyblank, represents the later 8th-9th-century harvest of the poems,
we see that an identical stanza has been used: whereas in n280 it was functioning
as an opening-line, ben zhi mu dao run 4Ë#rËlÊhere ends the poem. From the
way the stanza reacts here to its predecessor in the scope of the notably clearer
grammatic parallelism than the one we find in n280, we may conclude that mu H
functions as an independent predicate in both cases. The fact that in Hanshan one
rarely finds identical patterns that are not of religious parlance would suggest
ben zhi mu dao r¿n Ë,*HËlô to have had particular significance as a fixed
idiom in the Buddhist lexicon of the 7th cenrury. In Xiang (2000: 584) the word
benzhi 4ff is given the meaning of suyuan ffifrH: long-cherished wish; rhis,
however, doesn't determine the way the stanza is voiced: whether it is presented
in a passive or active voice. And whether the whole poem should be read as ad-
monitory or as encouraging. With the interpreting of ben zhi +#. as ,,I,ve

ahvays", the Red Pine translation of the second stanza as "always held them

[friends of the way] dear" coarsely accuses Hanshan of idolizing "mystery talk"
to the extent of even identifying himself with all sorts of ,,lovers of the Way".

I would thus suggest the lines to be read in a way that the author understands
how natural it is for people to cling to teachers and kindred spirits and all-night
religious talks, but the author also understands that it is not until the riddance of
all thoughts and new ideas that enlightenment is attained. Hanshan here makes
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clear once again the division between "the finger and the moon", i.e. the Teaching

and the Realization. I suggest the poem to be read as a general account on the

difficulty of finding the right path, rather than a personal recounting on the plea-

sures of the search.

Original Mind appreciates the Teaching,
the teaching invariably attracts followers.
Occasionally one meets lay-followers
clinging to each meditation-master.

[They'll be] talking mysteries on a moonlit night,

reaching for truth until dawn.

[But] it's not until all our ideas are gone

that we see to the Original Man.

The other Hanshan poem containing the character chan ffi is poem n287

(SBCK Songben 45a144):

From a loþ summit
the panorama extends forever
I sit alone unknown
the lone moon lights Cold Springs

the moon isn't in the Springs

the mt¡on is in the sky
I sing this solitary song

but the song isn't zen

(Red Pine 1983, n282)

ffiñúêrFt'
roffiffiftiå
ffi4ffiÀfn
IIFßR*å
H,+,H"ft,8
,E ÊæËA
râúL-ffiffi
ffi*{õËffi

gao gaofeng ding shang

si gu jí wu bian

du ato wu ren zhi

gu yuc ùao hanquan

quan zlong qie wuyue

yue zí ui qíng tian

yin cí yi qu ge

ge zlwng bu shi chan

Here too, the character chanin the last stanza has been translated with the term

'7ßî": Watson n62: "In the song there is noZÊtt"i Red Pine n282: "but the song

isn't zen"; Iriya 1973: 63: "Iilhat is in it is not zen"; Hen¡icks n285: "What's in this

song is notZßn"iJames Kirkup 1980: 19: "But after all this poem is not zen.". This

poem is interestingly amongst the ones written during the 7th centr,rry. Hanshan

seems here to be more close to the style and manner of Classical Chan's literary

works than anywhere else in the poems. The context in which the character chan #
appears here would seem to offer grounds for claiming a closer association with the

Chan school of thought, and not only wittr the general practice of meditation, to the

extent of even translating the term as "Z.an". However, the separating of extemal
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teaching from the inner realization has long been present in chinese thought.
whalen Lai (1987: 170-l7l) associates the sayings attributed to Dao sheng (360-
434) in Gao seng chuan ã{ÊM (T50n2059-00366ct4-t7) with the paragraphs

from Zhuangzi interpreted by wang Bi. As Lai notes, the "standard Buddhist herme-
neutical principle" of relying "on the meaning, not the words" can be seen in
Kumãrajiva's translation of thevi¡nalalínínírdela-sûta(Lai I9B?: 17l; T14n0475_
p0556c09-10).

The same, of course, applies to the chinese translation of ¡he Lankavatãra-
síitra, in which we can perhaps wihess one of the earliqst examples of the "finger
pointing to the moon not being the moon", a metaphor often used in later Zen
literature. This particular saying written in a gäthã form is to be found in all of the
three different chinese translations of the sätra: As the footßh look at the finger
pointing at the moon and not at the moon, those hearing just thc words don't get my
point. T\e interesting variation taking place is that of the "lettet''. In the Guça-
bhadra (T16n0670-p05l0cl8) (443 AD) and Bodhiruci (Tl6n06z1_p0s77a2t) (sl3
eo) versions it is denoted with mìngzi.f;fwhereas in the sikçãnanda version
(I16n0672_p0620a16) (7{I--70/) ir has been reptaced by wenzí L?.

únrËF,{F,H
HTFA*EÆ
ãt#*+/y+#
õF,TÈHË

ru yujian zhi yue,

Buan zhi bu guan yue,

ji zhu níngzi / wcn zidu
bu jian wo zhen shi

Here can be noted the lexical development towards the zn¡ maxim of later
times: åa li wenzí Tül?: Don't rely on words! As I see it, in Hanshan poem
n287, the concept of "words/letters" has been denoted with the character g¿ ff
("song"), and the concept of "Truth" with the character chan H,This is not the only
Hanshan poem in which the finger-moon theme is p€sent in no. z79 (sBCK song-
bn 44a134) one "by finger-point sees rhe moon / the moon [that] is the key to
mind": yín zhi jian qí yue / yue shi xin shuyao ETFç,HÆ /,8 Ë,ù,{69. Through-
out the Hanshan collection, similar expressions in their various forms can be found.

That a metaphor was later adopted to propagare classical chan thought should
not necessarily mean that its early forms should be Eanslated according to the
concepts of later times, How, then, is one to interpret terminology that clearly hints
to its future field of association, without being there just yet? Were one to translafe
the term chan neu¡nlly as "meditation" or even as "contemplation", much of its ap-
peal and essential meaning would be lost. one way could be to address the problem
not on the level of a single lexeme but on the level of over-all semantics. Given that
the reflection of the moon in the river equals the lyrics of a song in their vain
attempts to reach the unreachable and name the un-nameable, and bearing in mind
that the moon symbolizes the "key to the mind,', the term chan M could be trans-
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literated according to meaning, not words. I thus suggest the translation of the

Hanshan poem n287 to read as follows:

Far upon the mountain tops,

no end to the scene,

Sitting alone where no-one knows,

moon rcflects to the cold spring.

The moon is not in the spring,

the moon is in the sky.

In the song I sing,

is not tløt which I sing,'
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